Rabbi Wolf Gold Launches Mizrachi Forum Series; Discusses Religious Zionism

Large Audience Hears Eminent Zionist Leader

Rabbi Wolf Gold, chairman of the Board of Directors of the Mizrachi, addressed an audience of over five hundred gathered in the Betsy Fischer Conference Room in the Steinhardt School of Education on the topic, "Jewish Nationalism." This address, sponsored by the Mizrachi, was translated into English by Mr. Shlomo Peled, Greiner of the Steinhardt School of Education and was delivered by a Talmudic scholar and the Saturday night through the arrangement of the S.O.Y.

Following the philosophy of Mizrachi, Rabbi Gold noted the general difference between the accepted and the accepted by the S.O.Y. as opposed to the Mizrachi's conception.

"Many years ago someone came to America and was so impressed by the multitude of nationalities, races, and creeds that he felt this great country the meeting point of the world. But the Jew knows no national boundary, no race, no creed, no influence which binds together the Jew of every country is the Torah." [Ephraim Kishon]".

I. R. S. Heards

Dr. Goldstein

Speaker Calls For Jewish Membership in United Nations

"Ignorance of wartime conditions may be blamed for America's lack of effort to realize the tremendous tragedy of this world conflict," declared Dr. Isaac Goldstein, noted journalist and author, and guest speaker at the second meeting of the International Relations Society on Friday, October 5, in the Dormitory Social Hall.

The speaker sketched a short history of anti-Semitism before and after the advent of Nazism and showed the detrimental effects of the spread of the idea of the Jewish spirit as an organized people.

"Outbursts against the Jews in the latter half of the twentieth century were not officially supported by the various European governments. However, in the beginning of Nazism, however, a new era developed with anti-Semitism as a plank of policy of the extreme right.

1939 marked the institution of a Jewish policy characterized by wholesale deportations, mass deportations and forced labor. New life "hung by a thread," to quote the late Nobel laureate, Dr. Shmuel Yosef Agnon. As a result, today we are living in an era of retribution.

In order to achieve results, the united power of five million American Jews should press the Supreme Court of Justice.

Y. C. Dinner

December 13

December 13 is the scheduled date of the annual Yeshiva College Dinner at the Hotel Astor. It was recently announced by Mr. Jacob Selma, executive financial director of Yeshiva. The Honorable Sam M. Levy, former president of the Maccabees, will be chairman.

Acting upon the suggestion of Dean S. F. deirmian, the first problem was put before him by a freshman who wanted to know how to meet the demands personally. Dr. Zion Wolf immediately countered the suggestion that new students, in order to compete with the students, announce their names and meet the administrators. It is obvious when a member of the college has made friends with the students more effectively. Yet, some of the students might welcome someone who made one of your friends, DR. STENFANSON, Marksman of the University of Paris, will lecture on "The French Revolution," at 8:00 p.m.

Dr. George Steffansky Masters

History Of Ideas: Natural Science Next

The broad-shouldered gentelman before me spoke earnestly. Calmly and lucidly, he explained his theory and his work. Born in Prague before the turn of the century, Dr. George Steffansky, well regarded as a physician and a student of medicine, was then in his twenties when he began work on his book, "A History of Medicine," in 1925. The book was published in 1930.

In 1932, Dr. Steffansky moved to Paris, where he was engaged in the study of the history of ideas at the University of Paris. His work was interrupted by the war and the rise of Fascism in Europe.

In 1939, Dr. Steffansky returned to Prague, where he continued his work on the history of ideas. His book was published in 1940.

Since then, Dr. Steffansky has been engaged in the study of the history of ideas and the role of the German scientific community in the development of modern science. His work has been widely acclaimed and has been translated into several languages.

Dr. Steffansky's latest book, "The Origins of Science," is scheduled to be published in 1950. It will be the first in a series of books on the history of ideas.
THE CRISIS AVERTED

Well, the progressive step was the one taken and the prompt settlement of the faculty ruling dispute was truly a mutually satisfactory one.

The reason which the difficulties were ironed out at the Faculty-Student Relations Committee meeting last Sunday, proves conclusively that Yeshiva College is the type of school in which all parts are moving together in one direction—forward. The representatives of the faculty and student leaders spoke to one another on an equal footing, and all discussion was free and candid.

The student leaders of course agreed that some sort of check was necessary to prevent over-indulgence in extra-curricular activities at the expense of curricular work, and their alternate plans were put into action.

But they also insisted on having student representatives on any committee which would decide the status of students, giving each case individual attention, rather than a blanket ruling which might prove harmful to student activities.

The faculty representatives on the other hand, were under the impression that we had rejected the power of the faculty to make rulings. It was immediately explained and clarified to them that students aren't in the habit of "rejecting faculties", and what was objected to, was the ruling as it stood. For it was eventually conceded by all that the original faculty plan was very hazy, and the various possible interpretations were far too many and confusing for advantageous results. We trust the rest of the faculty now also understands our point of view.

With the final decision of the Faculty Student Relations Committee, another bump has been straightened out in the road towards healthy harmony and cooperation between teacher and student.

ACTION!

Last Monday, Jews all over the still civilized parts of the world, celebrated the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Balfour Declaration. A deed that has created more explosions, more heartsaches, more hopes, than have any other documents in such a short space of time.

What it means to the British we're not quite sure. But what it means to millions of unfortunate Jews throughout the world we know and feel very deeply. To other brothers who are suffering so much, the Balfour Declaration, if carried out fully, means a new life in their own land. No more the badge of shame, no more the cringing before the whip, no more the life worse than death.

We must take up the fight for our brothers. We must not cease in our efforts to have the Balfour Declaration fully recognized, to see that the "best endeavours to facilitate the establishment in Palestine of a National Home for the Jews" will be put into effect.

Enough of this equivocation, enough of this procrastination; when it is a question of the life or death of millions, there is no time for polemics or pedantry, but action!

COMPLAINT DEPARTMENT

Many letters have been written condemning the neglect to equip the reading room with blackout curtains. As the room cannot remain open at night, students are falling back in their reading assignments, and will later have to stagger so much more into their already overcrowded hours. There are rumors to the effect that the curtains should be here soon. Empirical evidence either proves or disapproves the authenticity of rumors.

Another letter to the editor calls "for an energetic protest on the part of the student body to remedy the disregard for decorum by both students and librarians in the library. This is really a problem. What has happened to the student's pride and dignity? He has lost his color!"

Everyone knows what cleanliness is next to. It might not be such a bad idea to have some of that around here. Most of us have read the impassioned appeals on the part of Sam, our patriotic poster, and he deserves much more credit than most of us are wont to credit to him. With the cleaning up as it is today, the work of many falls upon the shoulders of few. If we all joined in keeping the premises cleaner and neater, the general effect would be much pleasanter from the esthetic point of view, and from the laborer's point of view much more appreciated.

POET'S CORNER

BEACH NOCTURNE

The popular haunts sink as the sun sinks to the sea. One generation of students climbs from their peaks and scents of school. There is a lack of interest in older ages.

The waves roll in as the sun sets. The cliffs and hills are quiet. The old一代, the new generation.

Sinks as the sun sets.

The thrill of summer is gone. The days are long and hot. The sun is high in the sky. The sound of waves is soothing. The sand is warm under the feet. The air is fresh and invigorating.

Sinks as the sun sets.

The world is quiet. The sea is calm. The sun is setting. The day is done. The night is coming on.

Sinks as the sun sets.
Bernard Sarachek To Coach Revamped College Varsity

Interview Proves He's a Regular Guy

Our new coach, Red Sarachek, is a strapping well-built fellow and will be a valuable addition to the college team. We're all looking forward to having him on the staff.

But the fact that we've obtained his services should not be a green light to sit back and watch him coach miracles into the team. While Sarachek's presence is available in the institution, there can be no doubt that Y. C. can build a well-knit effective team that can offer a serious threat to the more ranking ball clubs. We would like to see some of our old standbys report to practice to make for an all-out concerted effort.

At a time like this when big plans are being formulated for the team's success, we should not in the mad rush of events forget or overlook some of the smaller details that help to make a team what it is.

On the bands of past experience we've seen that the team plays a superior hand of ball when urged on by a large turnout of Yeabla fans. Remember the John Marshall games.

The publicity angle, therefore, is an important factor.

Irv Fredman and "Red" Easlen, taking this into consideration, are now discussing plans to establish a permanent chain of Yeabla devotees who will be informed of the dates of our games and the names of the teams.

Secondly, with a nearly complete schedule representing an impressive challenge from all teams, it should be easy enough to attract a large outside crowd. Attendance at Yeabla games will be immensely increased both in and outside due to the trick.

Consider then the power of publicity, its advantage to the team and remember it pays to advertise—huh hope!

Brings Long Experience To Aid of Quints

After three weeks of untiring effort, the Yeabla College Athletic Association has completed bolting the highly regarded Bernard "Red" Sarachek to Washington College.

With the coaching role in the Boys' varsity for the coming season, Sarachek has been up and down for over three years, and has been a seasoned and able quartermaster. This, despite the fact that the current administration has taken over, the university says it will not disturb his services.
Yeshiva Gets Hot-Foot

Five o'clock on Thursday afternoon and all was reasonably well at Yeshiva University as usual. Suddenly—a thick, black cloud of stifling smoke curtained up by hails and downpours like a phlegm of the coal bins. The cracked poot of sleet danced eagerly to the melody of the classic fire siren.

The metallic vibrations of the gongs which echoed into and re-echoed throughout the steel girded walls of the building rang in the ears of the Yeshivites. Professors hailed in the halls, expounding theories and stood dumb-faced when eager students rushed to the windows in breathless expectation.

A few of the more daring scholars scurried down the well-trodden flights of stairs leading to the hot house. There, with s m o o t h e d eyes, they beheld a tremendous heap of smoldering coals—complete with its dunes. But these devilish characters in blue uniforms were without pitchforks, as they cleared away the cleared residue.

No one could estimate how many thousands of coals piled high in our boiler room would have the audacity to prove the theory of spontaneous combustion. Why even the horn-rimmed speculator would have scoffed at the idea. But now he knows full well that the bottom layer of the bottom of the dormitory, this winter you will be warm and cozy...and Satan has been known to work miracles.
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Menschm Ribakow Joins Faculty

As announced in the edition of the New York Times, Mr. Ribakow, editor of the only Hebraic weekly in the country, "Hadar", was recently appointed to the faculty of Yeshiva University.

Ribakow was born in Galicia and received his education in the yeshivas of Poland. He has been active in the Jewish cause in Europe and America, and is well known for his work in the field of Yiddish literature.

Dr. Goldstein's Speech

(Continued from Page 1)

At the annual meeting of the Students' Organization of Yeshiva University, Dr. Goldstein, professor of English, delivered a speech on the subject of "The Future of the Hebrew Language". He spoke of the importance of Hebrew as a living language and urged the students to work for its revival.
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